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In an effort to make the Acer
Ultrabook part of the WIRED
community’s consideration
set, three WIRED Insider
personalities were used to
showcase the ways in which
the Ultrabook was the perfect
fit for each personality.

MEDIA MIX
PRINT: WIRED developed a custom
4-page gatefold highlighting a
100-character self-summary of each
WIRED Insider personality, what he or
she was looking for in a laptop, and how
the Ultrabook delivered.
DIGITAL: A complementary custom
expandable ad unit was developed for
rotation on WIRED.com, allowing WIRED’s
online community to explore the content.
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Ultrabook™.

13.3" LED screen.
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100-CHaraCTEr
sElf suMMary:

WHaT HE
WanTs:

“i’m a gearhead
with an ecoconscious heart
who can customize
anything from my
car to a solarpowered holiday
light display.”

innovation
moves fast and a
modern engineer
needs to work at
the pace of highspeed internet.

the 2nd generation
intel Core i5 is the
key enabler of this
machine delivering
adaptive processing
power, along with
sharp, rich visuals.
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the new acer aspire s3 Ultrabook,™ powered by intel, is not just a
one-size-fits-all solution, but rather a new breed
of laptop
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Stylish design, super-speed processing, and an attractive price point make the Acer

Aspire S3 Ultrabook™ the laptop ready to navigate 2012. With all the performance and
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